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Worksheets



BELONGINGS

•  Listen to a few examples of famous folk
songs or well-known melodies:
Drunken Sailor, This Old Man, Oh When
the Saints would all work well.

•  Make a list or mind map of what makes
such songs effective and why people might
sing them. You could think about the use
of positive lyrics to help them feel better
when in hardship, catchy melodies, easy
to sing etc. Have a look at videos of people
singing together while under quarantine
as further examples of where music has
brought people together under hardship.
Some examples are here and here.

•  Watch the clips from Belongings - a marching
song (We Won’t be There Tomorrow 5:10 -
6:12), a ‘game’ song to have fun (Red Front
Door 20:04 - 21:52) and a lullaby (Have You
Seen the Place 35:58 - 37:40), and think
about why these are so successful in the
context of the story.

Robert Workman

•   Listen to the first four lines of Red Front
Door and write down the words. Learn
the music by listening to the piece on the
YouTube video.

•  Record yourself singing the short extract.

•  Come up with a clear intention for the
piece (happy memories of home, things
you’d portray? Write your own verse - who
is in your hallway? Think of their name
and relationship to you. What are they
wearing? What mood are they in? Write out
the first verse (Rafi’s verse in the clip) and
shadow the number of syllables so it fits
the music.

•  Improvise your own tune to fit in with the
music.

•  Record yourself singing the chorus that
you have learnt and your newly written
verse. If you can, perform it to someone in
your household or ask for feedback on the
recording you have made.

THEME: HOW DOES SINGING TOGETHER HELP US GET THROUGH HARD TIMES?

Research a further folk song/lullaby, other than any mentioned. Make notes on where it 
came from, what sort of people sing it, any other interesting points, as well as your own 
opinions on its effectiveness. Create a presentation with your research.

EXTENSION TASK - LISTENING, READING, WRITING
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGyPuey-1Jw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0_iIpfdTXw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyLjbMBpGDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyLjbMBpGDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_rLw6SCSmE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p54LbQAsfPg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsIx_rNgcnA&feature=youtu.be&t=310
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsIx_rNgcnA&feature=youtu.be&t=2158
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsIx_rNgcnA&feature=youtu.be&t=2158
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsIx_rNgcnA&feature=youtu.be&t=1204
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsIx_rNgcnA&feature=youtu.be&t=1204


DON PASQUALE

In the opera Don Pasquale, Ernesto is a young 
man who doesn’t earn any money, and this 
makes him dependent on his Uncle. These 
days in Britain, it’s rare to find someone who 
doesn’t need to earn money. Most people 
can’t rely on their parents or families forever 
and need to find a way to make a living. 

In this task you’ll explore this idea and 
formulate your own argument. Try your 
hand at arguing both sides of this - write 
your ideas in the box under each statement. 
Try to look at both sides and build 
arguments to support both points of view 
(whether or not you agree with it!).

Look at the photos below of people who do 
different types of jobs. What sort of jobs are 
more highly valued and / or highly paid in 
our society? This should help you to think 
about Ernesto’s position as someone who 
depends on his uncle. Note that this might 
have changed as a result of the current 
global pandemic - are there any examples 
you can think of that have become more 
highly valued considering the situation 
going on right now? Make a mind map to 
explore the ideas.

THEME: SHOULD EVERYONE EARN THEIR OWN LIVING?

“ EARNING MONEY MAKES  
YOU A BETTER PERSON.”

“ FREEDOM FROM HAVING TO EARN 
MONEY IS A GOOD THING.”
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 Research the setting of the opera: 19th 
century Rome. Try to find a range of sources 
online. You could also find images of 
artworks from or depicting the era.

Examples of what you could focus on:

•  What life was like for the rich
and the poor at the time

•  What major changes took
place during the period

•  The names of some artists
of the era, and their works

•  The characters of the Commedia dell’ arte  
Once you have completed your research, 
present your new knowledge in any form
of your choosing. For example, you could 
design a quiz for your friends to complete 
online, produce a leaflet, write a story or 
make a model of a museum about the period.

THEME: WHAT WAS LIFE LIKE IN 19TH CENTURY ROME?

WATCH 
GLYNDEBOURNE’S 
PRODUCTION OF DON 
PASQUALE ONLINE 
AND EXPLORE THE 
PRODUCTION USING 
OUR ONLINE GUIDE.

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: DON PASQUALE 2

DON PASQUALE

Bill Cooper

G A E T A N O  D O N I Z E T T I

https://www.glyndebourne.com/opera-archive/explore-our-operas/explore-don-pasquale/


STARTER ACTIVITY

Look at images and paintings of peasants 
and compare with characters in L’elisir d’amore. 
Research Kazimir Malevich’s paintings of 
peasants using internet searches. Explore his 
paintings of women, male figures, girls in the 
fields. Consider how the artist has simplified 
the figures using geometric shapes.

Using geometric shapes (templates of 
squares, triangles, circles, diamonds, 
rectangles, etc.) cut out, assemble and stick 
down a simple silhouette figure.

You might look at other artists depictions of 
peasants.

MAIN ACTIVITY

Look at Malevich’s costume designs such as 
for ‘Victory over the Sun’ 1913.

Develop a composition of 1, 2 or 3 figures in 
a row using the geometric shapes idea from 
Malevich’s peasant paintings and designs. 
You could design and use a template to help.

Think about whether the figures will 
be male or female and what they might 
be wearing. Inspiration can come from 
workwear seen in the artwork studied. 
Think about colour and pattern.

In the opera the peasants and main 
characters are seen in the village square. 
Think about using a simple background or 
plain colour to set the figures off.

Work in a coloured medium. Paint or 
watercolour would suit this task.

THEME: HOW DID REPRESENTATIONS OF PEASANTS IN ART INFLUENCE OUR PRODUCTION?

Can you design some dungarees that you would like to wear? 
What patterns and colours would you like them to have? 
What do they say about your character?

EXTENSION

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: L’ELISIR D’AMORE  1
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Donald Cooper

L’ELISIR D’AMORE

http://www.kazimirmalevich.org/paintings/
http://max.mmlc.northwestern.edu/mdenner/Drama/plays/victory/1victory.html


L’ELISIR D’AMORE

In L’elisir d’amore, Nemorino drinks a love potion to try to make Adina fall in love with him. Watch 
Nemorino sing ‘Caro elisir’ on YouTube. Think of other stories that feature potions. Fill in the 
table below and compare the attributes of the potions based on the examples you can think of:

Now it is time to design your own potion! Think about the attributes above and design your own 
potion. Can you make the potion from things you find in your home? Ask a parent or guardian to 
help you mix your potion, being careful not to mix anything that might react too violently!  The 
potion should look good enough to drink but is not for human consumption.

Find an interesting bottle to hold your potion and design a label, giving the name of your potion 
and listing the effects it will have on the drinker. Take a picture of your potion or even film 
yourself mixing it up to use as evidence in your portfolio.

THEME: WHAT IS THE POWER OF A POTION?

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: L’ELISIR D’AMORE 2
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTYV_Aof5Ks&list=PLlEOtOM9_dCkOh4g_ZbQhoiq28wYGJ6fF


HAMLET
THEME: HOW DOES MUSIC HELP TO PORTRAY CHARACTER? 

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: HAMLET  1

  Explore the characters found in the 
Glyndebourne production of Hamlet.

 HAMLET

  The first character we meet in this opera is 
Hamlet himself. It is not easy to put your 
finger on the character of Hamlet – he is 
one of the most enigmatic characters in all 
literature. However, what is certain is that he 
is a man on the brink. He is crippled by grief, 
self-doubt and a belief that he should be 
doing something, even though he is terrified 
of what it is that he might have to do.

  Listen to perhaps the most famous of 
Hamlet’s speeches as it occurs in the opera.

 What elements can you pick out?

•  Instrumentation?

•  Tempo markings?

•  Time signature?

  Think about the texture of this piece - what 
might these textural moments signify?

  What does this tell us about  
the character of Hamlet?

OPHELIA

Ophelia is Hamlet’s girlfriend, and the 
daughter of Polonius. She struggles with 
Hamlet’s mood swings, the expectations of 
her family and finally with the tragic 
demise of her father. This triggers a severe 
psychological response.

Watch Ophelia’s “mad scene”. What has 
composer Brett Dean asked his singer to do? 
How effective is it in defining the nature of 
her “madness”?

Taking inspiration from this scene, think 
about how you would craft a vocal line for 
a character in a state of psychological or 
emotional turmoil (remembering opera 
singers have to be very protective of their 
voices!) List five specific ideas that you might 
employ when writing music for a “mad” 
character. Think about text and vocal effects.

List the types of instruments you would use 
to compliment your vocal line and the types 
of rhythms they would play.

  RHYTHM

  INSTRUMENTS

C O M P O S E R  -  B R E T T  D E A N  |  L I B R E T T I S T  -  M A T T H E W  J O C E LY N

https://www.glyndebourne.com/opera-archive/explore-our-operas/explore-hamlet/hamlet-the-characters/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=EYXEYpovcaQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=21&v=NXJ0L4u2tnk&feature=emb_logo


THEME:  HOW DOES DESIGN HELP TO PORTRAY CHARACTER? 

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: HAMLET  2

  Explore the characters found in the 
Glyndebourne production  of Hamlet.

 Watch Hamlet, the Animated Story:

•  Using the characters of Hamlet or Ophelia, 
create a character profile, detailing their 
main character traits, appearance, key 
relationships etc. You could include 
illustrations to highlight the key aspects. 

 •  Analyse the costume designs from the 
Glyndebourne production, what  
do they reveal about each character?  
Taking inspiration from these character 
designs, create a new costume for one of 
the main characters to fit their character.

  Look at German Expressionism (particularly 
woodblock printed portraits by Conrad 
Felixmüller and Käthe Kollwitz) and think 
about the key characteristics: semi-realistic, 
strong contrast of black and white, thick 
and strong lines, making the feelings/
emotions more important than the realistic 
depiction of the person, etc.  

  Using the resources available to you 
from home (e.g. you could use a recycled 
polystyrene pizza tray or corrugated 
cardboard to create a homemade polyprint 
block), create a German expressionist 
style print, taking inspiration from the 
photograph of Hamlet to the left.

C O M P O S E R  -  B R E T T  D E A N  |  L I B R E T T I S T  -  M A T T H E W  J O C E LY N

Richard Hubert Smith

HAMLET

https://www.glyndebourne.com/opera-archive/explore-our-operas/explore-hamlet/hamlet-the-characters/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2iE5lllFXU&feature=emb_logo
http://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/glyndebourne-prod-assets/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/20165545/HAMLET_PRINCIPALS.pdf
https://www.google.com/search?q=woodblock+print+portraits+by+Conrad+Felixm%25C3%25BCller&rlz=1C1PRFE_enGB683GB683&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwim35u0rOroAhW6SBUIHRlwAn0Q_AUoAXoECAsQAw&biw=1366&bih=625
https://www.google.com/search?q=woodblock+print+portraits+by+Conrad+Felixm%25C3%25BCller&rlz=1C1PRFE_enGB683GB683&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwim35u0rOroAhW6SBUIHRlwAn0Q_AUoAXoECAsQAw&biw=1366&bih=625
https://www.google.com/search?q=woodblock+print+portraits+by+K%25C3%25A4the+Kollwitz&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjZz8HMrOroAhUP_4UKHeoVDd0Q2-cCegQIABAA&oq=woodblock+print+portraits+by+K%25C3%25A4the+Kollwitz&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQA1D7B1j7B2C5DGgAcAB4AIABRYgBRZIBATGYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZw&sclient=img&ei=v_KWXpn0NY_-lwTqq7ToDQ&bih=625&biw=1366&rlz=1C1PRFE_enGB683GB683
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCjQXse8eB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCjQXse8eB0


DIE ENTFÜHRUNG AUS DEM SERAIL
THEME: HOW HAS MOORISH DESIGN INFLUENCED OUR PRODUCTION?

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: DIE ENTFÜHRUNG 1

  Explore Die Entführung aus dem Serail on our 
website, paying particular attention to the 
design of the production - the sets, the 
costumes, the colour palette used. 

•  Focusing on the photo to the left, describe 
the patterns in the windows; what shapes 
are they made from? What could be beyond 
the windows? What kind of building do you 
think this is?

•  The designer Vicki Mortimer has used a 
Moorish influence in her design. What can 
you find out about Moorish design? Make a 
mind map to show your research. 

•  Find a large piece of paper and draw around 
shapes to create a repeating pattern, for 
example, draw around your hand or an object 
from your house (see example to the left).

 
•  Fill the background with more patterns in 

between the shapes using stencils (you can 
make your own by cutting shapes from card 
and drawing around them) or use visual 
elements like repeating circles from Sonia 
Delaunay’s fabric designs by drawing round 
circular objects/ use protractors.  

•  Colour in using Moroccan inspired colours.

EXTENSION: ISLAMIC PATTERN/PRINTS

1.  Use close up drawings of real flowers/
photographs as a starting point to create  
small motifs. 

2.  Plan out the motifs on the Moroccan stencil 
shown on the next page. 

3.  Draw around the tile onto a larger  
piece of paper. 

4.  Cut out elements of your design on the tile, 
making sure to leave enough space so that it 
doesn’t fall apart.

5.  Place the tile stencil on top of your outlines 
and colour through the spaces you have 
created, using colours inspired by Moroccan 
tiles/pottery.

Richard Hubert Smith

Kate Simner

W O L F G A N G  A M A D E U S  M O Z A R T

https://www.glyndebourne.com/opera-archive/explore-our-operas/die-entfuhrung-aus-dem-serail/
https://www.google.com/search?q=moorish+design&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjnxsfZpuroAhVTXsAKHbMID0IQ_AUoAXoECBUQAw&biw=1264&bih=571
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/154389093446023972/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/154389093446023972/
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THEME: HOW DO WE RESPOND TO MOZART’S MUSIC?

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: DIE ENTFÜHRUNG 2

Whilst listening to Die Entfurung aus dem 
Serail, pick four excerpts that convey 
different emotions. When listening to them 
again, draw freely on a blank piece of paper 
and use your drawings to reflect the colour 
and mood of the music. You could use 
different art media, depending on the mood 
of the piece. Upload your drawings within 
your portfolio.

Once you have finished, play the music to 
someone else and ask them to match your 
artwork to the music. Were they correct? 

Compare their response to the music to 
yours - what did they feel like the song 
represented? What were the emotions in the 
song (e.g. happy, sad, romantic etc.)?:

Think about what helps to create the 
mood in a piece of music. Compare two 
of the excerpts and write down how they 
use instruments, key and pitch to convey 
emotion. What else has the composer done 
to create the mood?

YOUR RESPONSE THEIR RESPONSE

DIE ENTFÜHRUNG AUS DEM SERAIL

Richard Hubert Smith

W O L F G A N G  A M A D E U S  M O Z A R T

https://www.glyndebourne.com/events/die-entfuhrung-aus-dem-serail-on-operavision/
https://www.glyndebourne.com/events/die-entfuhrung-aus-dem-serail-on-operavision/


NOTHING

•  Watch the videos about Nothing online. Read 
the synopsis (or read the book!) and make 
notes or a recording of yourself explaining 
the story in your own words.  
 
This worksheet will explore the idea of the 
Pile of Meaning introduced in Nothing. Watch 
the introductory video here, and then watch 
the GYO videos introducing the items they 
would put on the pile of meaning. 

•  Explore the idea of MEANING using a mind 
map. What makes an item meaningful? Is 
it memories attached to the item, or how it 
makes you feel?

•  Think about what you would put on 
the Pile of Meaning. What items are 
meaningful to you and why? Create a 
short video of yourself introducing your 
meaningful item, if you don’t have access 
to video then you could write yourself a 
script of what you would say. Include a 
picture of the item. 

•  If you had to nominate a friend or family 
member to put an item on the pile of 
meaning, what would it be and why? Does 
the item represent them - in what way? Is 
it something to do with how they look (i.e. 
RayBan Shades, pigtails) or to do with what 
they believe? 

•  Ask the person you nominated to give you 
feedback on how they feel about putting 
their item on the pile of meaning. 

THEME: WHAT MAKES SOMETHING MEANINGFUL?

ARTS AWARD WORKSHEET: NOTHING 1
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Robert Workman

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=glyndebourne+nothing
https://www.glyndebourne.com/opera-archive/explore-our-operas/explore-nothing/nothing-synopsis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbCdqCvj3U8
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%2523PileOfMeaning
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WHICH CATEGORY DO YOU THINK 
THESE JOB ROLES AT GLYNDEBOUNE 
FALL UNDER? WRITE THEM IN 
UNDERNEATH THE SECTION HEADER:

Backstage 
Working on the technical  
elements of  the production  
during rehearsals and performances

Front Of Stage 
Giving the audience the 
best experience possible 
- running the public 
facing side of  
the opera house

Creative Team 
Coming up with the  
concept  of the production  
and making it happen

Office Based 
Keeping the admin side of  
the business running - not  
always performance related

Performers 
Performing the show  
every night

DISCOVER & EXPLORE

DESIGNERSTAGE MANAGERBAR STAFF

DANCEREDUCATION PROJECT MANAGER

SINGER USHERLIGHTING TECHNICIAN

FLYMANMARKETING OFFICER DIRECTOR

ORCHESTRABOX OFFICE ASSISTANT

STAGE MANAGER PAYROLL ADMINISTRATOR
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WHAT JOB ROLES CAN YOU  
THINK OF AT GLYNDEBOURNE?

WHICH CATEGORIES  
WOULD THEY FIT INTO?

WRITE THEM ON THE DIAGRAM. 

BRONZE

Backstage 
Working on the technical  
elements of  the production  
during rehearsals and performances

Front Of Stage 
Giving the audience the 
best experience possible 
- running the public 
facing side of  
the opera house

Creative Team 
Coming up with the  
concept  of the production  
and making it happen

Office Based 
Keeping the admin side of  
the business running - not  
always performance related

Performers 
Performing the show  
every night




